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York, North Yorkshire & East Riding Local Enterprise Partnership (The LEP) 
Date of meeting 25 January 2019 

Pavilions Harrogate. 
 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
 
PRESENT 
David Kerfoot (DK) Kerfoot CS 
Dr Ruth Smith (Dr RS)         PM Management Consultants 
Colin Mellors (CM) Higher Education 
Peter Emery (PE) Electricity North West Limited 
Jane Lady Gibson (JG) Make it York 
David Dickson (DD) Family Business Matters Limited 
Catherine Dixon (CD) Askham Bryan College 
Sam Alexander (SA) Your Consortium LTD 
Cllr Carl Les (CL)           North Yorkshire County Council 
Cllr Jonathan Owen (JO)          East Riding of Yorkshire Council 
Cllr Derek Bastiman (DB)         Scarborough Borough Council 
Cllr Richard Cooper (RC) Harrogate Borough Council 
Cllr Ian Gillies (IG) City of York Council     
 
 
IN ATTENDANCE 
Richard Flinton (RF) North Yorkshire County Council 
James Farrar (JF) LEP Chief Operating Officer 
Sarah Barkey (SB)                        LEP Secretariat 
Annabel Jelley (AJ) LEP Secretariat 
Andrew Leeming (AL)  LEP Secretariat 
Aissa Gallie (AGa) LEP Secretariat 
Caroline Arkwright (CA) BEIS  
 
APOLOGIES 
Richard Shaw (RS) Ellis Patents 
Karen Stanton (KS) York St John University 
Cllr Mark Robson (MR) Hambleton District Council 
 
 
 
1.0 Chairman’s welcome.  

 
Part 1- Standing Items and Board updates 
 
1.1 The apologies were noted- apologies were received from RS, KS and MR 
 
1.2. Minutes of last meeting: Agreed 
 
1.3. Matters arising- all signed off. 
 
1.4. Board Declaration of interest- IG York Enterprise Zone, RF and CL Directors of Nynet. 
 
1.5. Register of interests- updates- None to update. The revision of the RoI has to be 
completed by the end of March.  
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1.6. Assurance Framework Sign off - JF introduced the paper.  Veritau NYCC auditors 
have given the LEP the highest ranking. The deep dive that BEIS undertook last year has 
also given us the highest ranking. 
 
GF said that the section 151 officer role was very low maintenance, the LEP is very well run 
with a good approach and there is a very positive relationship between the LEP and NYCC.  
Confirming that the assurance framework helps with the transparency and the decision 
making. 
 
GF read out the statement that the accountable body had submitted to the Annual 
conversation Michael Leah works for the accountable body. The contact with the LEP chair 
works well and is minimal. If there were any issues GF would make the LEP aware. 
 
DK explained that last year there had been a meeting with 20 LEPS and a number of LEPs 
didn’t want to disclose their level of performance. DK is very pleased with our governance 
performance, as we are one of the top performing LEPs.  
 
The board noted that this level of Assurance performance doesn’t happen overnight and 
would like to thank NYCC and the LEP secretariat. It was suggested that the statement from 
the annual conversation be used for the merge negotiations. All LEPs have to be complaint 
by the 31 March 2019.GF confirmed that the level of independence with NYCC is spelt out. 
NYCC don’t meddle with decisions. Officers work well as they are very knowledgeable on 
both sides, which means issues are swiftly dealt with. .JF confirmed that RS is be our 
diversity Champion. 
 
Recommendation- The board approved the nomination of Ruth Smith as LEP Board 
Diversity Champion and the revised YNYER Assurance Framework. 
 
 
1.7 Nynet PS introduced his presentation. This has been forward to the board.  
PS explained the Gigabyte Scheme for companies which is available from the Government, 
West Yorks have been pushing theirs well.  
 
East Yorks confirmed they are at 96% take up, the last three to four percent is very hard to 
reach. 
 
PS confirm that work had been done on the prices to reach the hard to reach areas it is 
around £330 for a premise, the price for the hard to reach areas has plateaued  The LEO 
system is still a few years ago.  
JG suggested that instead of looking at the % of household we need to think about visitor 
numbers as there are visitors that can’t get connected. PS confirmed that there a large 
number of public space wifi and along with for 4 and 5G there aren’t many not spots.  
 
The reliability to run a business can be an issues, PS confirmed the number of outages is in 
single figures a month. RF confirmed that the reliability on phase 3 Is better as fibre to the 
door. The money that NYCC has made from Nynet is ploughed back in to Nynet.  
 
IG confirmed that there were villages around York are falling between the two stools of Rural 
and Urban. CD confirmed that Askham Bryan had this issue. PS confirmed this would be 
ideal for the gigabyte scheme.  
 
DK thanked PS for his presentation. PS thanked the LEP for their support.  
 
1.8 LEP Review – JF introduced the paper. 
 
DK confirmed that the first transitional Group meeting had been very positive and the idea of 
forming a super LEP. Explaining that we should consider a rural, coastal and city, the LIS 
deal should be inclusive. 
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The terms of reference have been agreed and the Chair will be rotated. We are creating 
something new and different taking best practise from each LEP.  
 
At present the final decision making is taken by WYCA as the accountable body. The LEP 
secretariat are also WYCA staff meaning that they are not independent of the accountable 
body. As LCR staff are also WYCA staff the question is if they are impartial, the secretariat 
should be separate. 
 
The name should be simple and this and other issues will be discussed at the 5 February 
Transitional Group meeting. The officers are working on different workstreams and JF 
attended a meeting yesterday between both LEPs.  
 
JF confirmed that officer relationships were very good and there was a meeting of minds. 
The business support agenda will work on a larger scale. The ambition is to be bigger better 
and more innovative.  
 
We agreed of all of the elements of the LIS for rural, coastal and urban. We are looking at do 
we put place at the top or skills first and then place under it? Place seems better at the top. 
 
JF explained that there had been discussions on the decision making processes of both 
LEP’s .With NYCC this is devolved to professional officers (goes to NYCC prior to LEP 
board sign off), LCR all decision go investment committee to be signed off by politicians, 
(goes to LEP board then signed off by WYCA). This is a key relationship that needs 
discussion. LCR aren’t wanting to devolve back. JF asked the board if they felt decisions 
needed to be signed off by politicians. RC responded that you have to be very confidant as a 
politician to overturn an officer’s decision. 
 
One of the key concerns for North Yorkshire is that WYCA aren’t the accountable body, 
North Yorkshire could become an associate member. We also need to look at the 
relationship with the Dales and the Moors.  
 
WYCA also would like to have Leeds in the name. JG commented that Sheffield City Region 
is known as Sheffield and the word Yorkshire hasn’t been used. IG said that Leeds shouldn’t 
be in the title. 
 
CL was disappointed that the first meeting had not been prior to Christmas and that LCR 
wanted all the meetings in Leeds, the second meeting is now in York. He thought the 
meeting had been positive and didn’t feel as though it was a takeover, if we say a merge that 
would be satisfactory, CL would like it to be something new using best practise from both 
sides. 
 
CM said that discussions had honesty and positivity, this boards first choice was to stay as 
we were, the second is to become York City region and the third is where we are now. There 
were somethings that weren’t discussed. We are very lucky to have DK as our chair. Roger 
Marsh was surprised to hear that there was a concern that this was a LCR takeover.  
 
IG explained to the board that CoYC had asked to join the transitional sub group as they are 
the only Upper tier authority in the area and works with both LEPS. IG also confirmed that for 
York there is no Plan B, they will go with LCR. IG said he was grateful for the hard work the 
transitional board has put in. WYCA/ LCR is difficult due to one set of politicians.  
 
DK explained that he would like working guidelines from the board.  
 
The board agrees that Place needs to be first. 
 
DB not happy with LCR decision making as LEP decisions aren’t political. CM noted that due 
to scale decision making works well for both areas. RC had no concern on the sign off of 
decisions and doesn’t think that Politicians signed off the decisions is an issue.  
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DB Not happy with political numbers on the board. 
 
CD asked about the Government guidance on being a separate entity, JF explained it was a 
little vague around combined authorities with Mayors and geography, LCR has no Mayor 
and the geography doesn’t match. DK quoted what the LEP review on being independent, 
confirming that government is committed to that guidance.  
 
DK confirmed that there are four others LEPS not sorted out with their geography.  
 
SA stated that we started with Governance, do we know how LCR did with their Annual 
conversation and if they had a deep dive last year. JF confirmed that he didn’t know if LCR 
had a deep dive and the outcome from this year’s annual conversation.  
 
JG asked who is the final arbiter of this decision, DK confirmed that Stephen Jones (civil 
Servant) is. 
 
DK confirmed that the 5 February will be debated out and we will know where we are by the 
end of the meeting.  
 
It was noted that the new LEP can’t continue with the same Chair and Chief Executive 
officer. This needs to be a new entity with a new Chair, Chief Executive and Board. There 
needs to be a new culture for the new LEP, if we had time we should start with a fresh piece 
of paper. We need to be new and not one or the other.  
 
RF explain that the independence of the secretariat has to be in tune with the coastal and 
rural agenda’s. Don’t design for day one as a permanent solution, a separate team could 
work on this? 
 
PE agree with a lot of what has been said, in his role for Electricity North West, he deals with 
Greater Manchester, Lancashire and Cumbria and has a differing working model for each. 
We need to look at the name and the first principles import. The transitional group needs to 
be in the shoes of businesses, what do stakeholders want? How does it look if we are tied 
into WYCA if you are geographical in North Yorks? We don’t have a plan B 
 
DD said that going forward to 2020 we don’t want to lose any businesses. Decisions made 
about businesses by a business backed board can’t be overruled by a politicians. Decisions 
made centrally don’t work for all  
 
DK thanked the board for the discussion and asked them to trust in the Transitional sub 
group to take the points forward to the next meeting. Following that we should know where 
we are. There might be a need to call an emergency board meeting if needed.  
 
Recommendation:  The board noted the progress and support the transition process. 
 
 
1.9 Infrastructure and LGF Update paper – AL Introduced the paper. The board 
commented on how useful the map was. The issues with the Harrogate rail line were 
discussed, AL confirmed that there will be a paper going to the February Infrastructure 
board.  
 
Recommendation:  Infrastructure – the board noted the progress made against the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan objectives. 
LGF- the board noted the progress to date. 
 
 
1.10 Business and Skills Update- JF introduced the paper commenting that AJ’s teams 
have had a fantastic year. AJ said she was looking forward to the change of structure and 
thank RS for his help with this.  
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JG commented on Grow Yorkshire and how this needs to link in with our strategy and to be 
used for delivery for rural areas, to get money out to businesses and to get back to basics. 
We should focus on this for the new LEP. JF confirmed raised an interest in Grow Yorkshire.  
Recommendation: The board note the changes and progress on performance. 
 
1.11 LEP Assurance Update (Governance and Finance) – JF introduced the paper.DK 
asked a thank you to AGr for all of his work and detail on assurance be minuted.  
 
Recommendation: The board noted the contents of the paper. 
 
 
1.12 Communication Update- AGa introduced the paper. DK commented that this is one of 
our most improved areas, thank you AGa. JG explained that Make it York had had a 
conference yesterday, with a speaker from Copenhagen who spoke on the importance of 
place.  
 
Recommendation:  The LEP Board are asked to note progress against the 
Communications plan. 
 
2.13 Chairs Update- the Annual Conversation went well the conversations were robust in 
nature. The second Jake Berry / NP11 dinner is going to be in our area. The second LEP 
chairs with the Prime Minister is next Tuesday and I will be attending. The PM sets the 
agenda.  
 
2.14 Date and Time of the next meeting- this will be the 22 March 2019, Askham Bryan 
College Askham Bryan, York YO23 3FR 
 
 
2.15. AOB- None 
 
The meeting closed at 12.28.  
 
Signed Off  
  
 
 
David Kerfoot 


